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ADVERTISEMENT
Broadband light-extraction enhanced by arrays of whispering gallery resonators
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We demonstrate a light-extraction approach using a whispering gallery resonators array. The wavelength-scale resonant dielectric nanospheres support whispering gallery modes, which can be coupled with the confined waveguide modes inside the bulk material, thus dramatically improving light extraction. Broadband light-extraction enhancement across the entire visible spectral range is achieved by exciting three low-order and low-quality-factor resonances. As an example, the broadband extraction enhancement of about 50% is obtained for the emission of fluorescent SiC at all the tested angles. The experimental results are supported by numerical simulations. Our light-extraction strategy could enable the manufacturing of high-throughput, nondestructive, and affordable optical coating in a variety of optical devices. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771124]

Broadband enhancement of the light-extraction efficiency is especially important for high-performance light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The light extraction efficiency for plain devices is usually low due to the total internal reflection loss arising from the large refractive index contrast between the semiconductor and air. In order to address this, a number of light-extraction schemes have been proposed and demonstrated during the last decades. Traditionally, a single-layer quarter-wavelength thin-film can reduce the light reflection by the destructive interference. Although these coatings can enhance the light extraction for a specific wavelength, the material and thickness of the layer have to be chosen carefully for each wavelength, incident angle, and substrate. Meanwhile, increasing research efforts have been devoted to the light-extraction based on sub-wavelength structures such as photonic crystals,1,2 nanorods,3,4 and moth-eye5,6 structures. The photonic crystal allows for extraction of guided modes within the very thin film LEDs, and the nanorods and moth-eye structures with high aspect-ratio and subwavelength-scale are efficient to reduce Fresnel reflection with omnidirectional and broad-band behaviors. However, the fabrication methods require complex and expensive processes and the surface damage may degrade the internal quantum efficiency of the optical devices.7 Random structures on the surfaces are cost-effective, such as using a random patterned silica colloidal mask for plasma etching,8 but the high aspect-ratio and subwavelength-scale conditions cannot be simultaneously satisfied, thus making higher light extraction efficiency a challenge.

In this work, we take advantage of whispering gallery (WG) modes for light extraction through the use of an array of wavelength-scale resonant dielectric nanospheres.9 Wavelength-scale dielectric spheres are widely used as the lithographic templates for fabricating various optical structures.9,10,11 At the same time, they support low-order WG modes. When the resonant dielectric spheres are in proximity to a high-index active layer of light-emitting devices, a reduction of Fresnel reflection is obtained and an overall suppression in the reflectance spectrum is observed (as in the following discussion). Besides, most of the emitted light propagating as waveguide-like modes inside the high-index material can diffractionally couple with the WG modes in the nanospheres, thereby increasing light extraction. The periodically arranged nanospheres array can lead to the coupling of the WG modes, resulting in abundant photonic band-structure with mode splitting and shifting.12–14 Donor-acceptor doped fluorescent SiC is chosen to demonstrate this concept, which is a highly efficient wavelength converter material for white LEDs.15 However, the light extraction efficiency of the SiC-based LED is generally low.16,17 By simply applying a monolayer array of wavelength-scale dielectric spheres on the plain SiC, an excellent broadband enhancement of light extraction is achieved. We believe that the single-step, nondestructive, and economic optical design can be potentially used for manufacturing more efficient LEDs in industry.

Homoepitaxial layers of 6H-SiC (200 μm in thickness, n = 2.65) with nitrogen (N) and boron (B) dopants were used in this letter, grown by the fast sublimation growth process.18 Then, monodispersed suspensions of colloidal polystyrene (PS) nanospheres (600 nm in diameter, n = 1.59) were coated onto the N-B doped 6H-SiC using the Langmuir–Blodgett method. Fig. 1(a) is a schematic illustration of the white LED consisting of a nitride-based near UV LED chip, the SiC layer for wavelength converting, and a monolayer spheres array. An oblique-view scanning electron microscope (SEM) figure of the SiC sample with the spheres array is shown in Fig. 1(b). The reflectance spectra for the bare and structured SiC samples were measured under normal
out of the structure with confined guided modes in the bulk material can be coupled reducing Fresnel reflection. Besides, photons propagating as specific wavelengths, where a minimum reflectance close to 3% was observed. Applying the spheres arrays provides a substantially suppressed over a broad region, particularly at several specific wavelengths, where a minimum reflectance close to 3% was observed.

The extraction efficiency ($\eta_{\text{ext}}$) can be determined by the fraction of the photons emitted within the extraction cone. For a plain SiC sample with isotropic emission, it is defined by

$$\eta_{\text{ext}} = \frac{\int_0^{\pi/2} T(\theta) 2\pi \sin(\theta) d\theta}{\int_0^{\pi} 2\pi \sin(\theta) d\theta}, \quad (1)$$

where $T(\theta)$ is the Fresnel transmission factor and can be calculated from the structural parameters. For a plain SiC sample, the total internal reflection gives an extraction cone with the critical angle $\theta_c = \arcsin(n_{\text{air}}/n_{\text{SiC}}) \approx 22^\circ$ and the extraction efficiency $\sim 3\%$. Applying the spheres arrays provides a graded refractive index change for the SiC/air interface, thus reducing Fresnel reflection. Besides, photons propagating as confined guided modes in the bulk material can be coupled out of the structure with $\theta \geq 22^\circ$ when the diffraction condition is satisfied

$$|K_\parallel + G_{mn}| < \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}. \quad (2)$$

Here, $K_\parallel$ is the in-plane wavevector, $G_{mn} = 2\pi/\Lambda$ represents the reciprocal lattice vectors of the two-dimensional (2D) lattice and $\Lambda = \sqrt{3}(ma + nb)$, where $m$ and $n$ are integers and $a$ and $b$ are two basis lattice vectors in the 2D lattice.

To understand the influence of the spheres to the light-extraction efficiency of the SiC based LED structure presented in Fig. 1(a), we performed full-wave simulations based on a finite-integration technique (CST Microwave Studio, CST GmbH, Germany). The simulated reflectance spectrum [the dotted line in Fig. 1(c)] shows a good agreement with the experimental result (the solid line). The reflectance dips appear due to coupling between the spheres array and the SiC layer. Apart from these strong resonant dips, the splitting of the resonant modes is also observed in Fig. 1(c). Due to the close packing, the cross-talk between neighboring spheres causes the splitting of these modes, thus broadening the reflectance dips. This result can also be attributed to the photonic bandstructure of the 2D spheres array which will be discussed later.

Figure 2(a) shows the electric-field patterns of the $E_y$ component in the middle of a sphere in the $(x, z)$-plane [Fig. 1(a)] at 745, 625, and 463 nm, as well as the off-resonance one at 540 nm, respectively. Here, the electric field of incident plane waves is along the $x$ direction [Fig. 2(a)]. Two, four, and six lobes are observed inside the sphere for the first three patterns, which are fingerprints of the first-, second-, and third-order resonances of WG modes. The WG modes of the spheres couple with each other and can further couple with the various waveguide modes inside the bulk SiC layer [Fig. 2(a)]. This coupling can be further proved by the $E_y$ electric field in the $(x, y)$-plane of the cross section inside the bulk SiC layer, presented in Fig. 2(b). The second order WG mode is examined in more detail, since its resonant wavelength is located at the wavelength range where the fluorescent SiC has the emission. In Fig. 2(c), we show the $E_y$ electric field component from a cross section in the SiC layer at $\lambda = 625$ nm (left). A strong resonance of the guided mode is excited by the coupling with the WG mode. The off-resonance pattern at $\lambda = 540$ nm (right) is also shown for comparison. The same contrastive results can also be dig out in the $(x, z)$-plane field patterns in Fig. 2(a). It is worthy to mention that the $E_y$ component of the electric field is corresponding to the transverse electric (TE) mode along the $x$ direction. The transverse magnetic (TM) guided mode (not shown) also exists and has the same positive effect for enhancing light-extraction.

There are a large number of optical modes inside the bulk LED structure [Fig. 2(d)]. Each mode has a different electromagnetic field distribution and propagation direction. When the LED active layer is pumped, the generated photons will couple into these optical modes and most of them are confined inside the bulk material. Only the modes propagating within the extraction cone can be extracted for the plain sample. But for the sample with spheres, the confined modes propagating outside the cone can also be extracted by coupling with the WG modes of the spheres, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The average Fresnel transmission factors (T) for samples with and without the spheres ($\lambda = 575$ nm, the emission peak for doped SiC, is chosen as an example) are numerically calculated and shown in Fig. 2(e) (s-polarization) and 2(f) (p-polarization). Within the extraction cone of plain SiC sample ($\theta \leq 22^\circ$), the average transmission factors
for samples with and without the spheres are almost the same. Outside the cone ($\theta > 22^\circ$), discrete extraction peaks at specific angles appear for the sample with spheres. We describe these sharp peaks as the characteristic leaky channels provided by the WG resonators. Different from the traditional high-quality-factor (Q) WG resonators, the wavelength-scale resonators presented here possess several advantages for light extraction, such as high energy leakage, low wavelength selectivity, and relatively strong coupling, which are all attributed to the low-Q or broadband characteristic of the low-order WG resonances. (The calculated Q factors of the first-, second-, and third-order resonances are 30, 6.2, and 5.8, respectively.) Thus, the number of optical modes inside the LED coupling with those WG modes are optimized and the overall light extraction efficiency is increased extremely.

In order to certify the above mentioned merits of our structure, we measured the angle-resolved room temperature photoluminescence spectra of the SiC samples with and without the spheres array. A 377 nm diode laser was used as the excitation source which was normal to the sample surface and incident from the backside. The detected emission angle varied from 0$^\circ$ to 60$^\circ$. The broadband luminescence of the N-B doped fluorescent SiC has an emission wavelength range from about 500 to 700 nm. Fig. 3 shows that the SiC with spheres array illuminates significantly more than the flat sample over the whole emission wavelength range. We can find that the luminescence intensity is enhanced significantly at all the tested angles. This is mainly because the spherical geometry of the WG resonators naturally enables in-coupling at large angles of incidence. In order to verify this, angle-resolved reflection spectra were measured and shown in Fig. 4(a). The dips are associated with the second-order WG mode in Fig. 1(c). When the angle increases, the modes will further split and shift to short wavelengths, which matches well with the enhancement curves [Fig. 4(b)] evaluated from the data in Fig. 3. The highest extraction enhancement is obtained at the wavelengths where the WG resonances are located and the average enhancement of above 50% is generally observed in Fig. 4(b).

The angle-dependent modification behavior of the light extraction can be ascribed to the complicated band structure of the 2D photonic-crystal-like close-packed dielectric spheres. The simulation results for the reflectance spectra are

FIG. 2. (a) Electric field distribution of the $E_y$ component based on full-wave simulations of electromagnetic waves. Resonance wavelengths are 745, 625, and 463 nm, as well as the off-resonance one at 540 nm, respectively. (b) and (c) $E_y$ component of electric field in the ($x$, $y$)-plane of the cross section inside the bulk SiC layer. The left pattern in (c) is for $\lambda = 625$ nm and the right one is for $\lambda = 540$ nm, which correspond to the second-order WG mode and the off-resonance frequency, respectively. (d) A schematic illustration of the optical modes confined inside the LED structures and the coupled light-extraction modes are also shown. Fresnel transmission factors for the samples with and without the spheres under (e) s- and (f) p-polarized incidence ($\lambda = 575$ nm).

FIG. 3. Angle-resolved photoluminescence spectra from 0$^\circ$, 10$^\circ$, 20$^\circ$, 30$^\circ$, 40$^\circ$, 50$^\circ$, to 60$^\circ$ for the SiC samples (a) with and (b) without the WG resonators array.
shown in Fig. 4(c) for comparison. It is seen that the mode splitting and shifting obtained from the simulation results are in overall agreement with those of the measured results.

In conclusion, we have shown both theoretically and experimentally that a wavelength-scale spheres array deposited on the SiC can strongly modify the light-extraction through coupling multi-order WG modes with the various confined propagating modes inside the bulk SiC. Light-extraction enhancement has been experimentally demonstrated in broadband and across a large range of incident angles, supported by the simulations. The periodically repeated WG modes cover the entire visible spectral range and the spectral positions of these modes can be potentially tuned by varying the sphere diameter and lattice constant. Moreover, by assembling arrays of spheres with different diameters, further enhancement of extraction can be potentially achieved by increasing the number of resonances and by relaxing otherwise strict periodicity. We believe that the economy and ease of fabrication together with the possibility of tuning their enhancement characteristics will provide us a new route in future efficient LED industry.
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